
$500M
in value

4 PATENTS
in AI and ML

Brainz 500 Global
Leading Expert In AI & Startups

Many have dreams of making it big in business. But entrepreneurship isn’t for the faint-
hearted. Particularly, for an underdog in society. An immigrant from a developing country.

A someone who went from earning $2/day to the boardrooms of Fortune 500, Manuj is the
founder of TetraNoodle Technologies, an elite tech consulting firm, who has been listed
among the world's top AI leaders.

His deep knowledge and experience in cutting-edge technologies, human psychology and
neuroscience has helped him build systems that result in exponential growth - both for
individuals and organizations.

“If only my clients had consulted with Manuj before they spent 
all that wasted time, energy, and money on their ventures.“

Amir Nasr    |    Founder, Assertive & Co.

“Manuj genuinely cares about what he’s putting out there. 
His intentions are noble and I think that is very important.”
Terence Lewis   |   Award- winning Bollywood choreographer |
Celebrity TV judge

“Every now and then you meet someone who really cares 
he is making a difference – that person is Manuj.”

Steve Sims   |   Real life Wizard of Oz

He has spoken at prestigious universities, business conferences,
many high end masterminds and even at the UN sharing the
virtual stage with the Sec-General of UN and a Noble prize
winner.
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Entrepreneurship
& Startups 

Artificial Intelligence
& Big Data

Building High 
Achievers' Mindset

Cybersecurity
& Blockchain 

Optimizing Processes, 
People & Technology

Growth 
Hacking

Finding Your 
Life’s Purpose 

Thought 
Leadership

25+ years in the industry
Impacted over 10M lives
$500M+ in value delivered 
4 patents in AI/ML
Teaching 200K+ students
Top-rated podcast host
Published author of 2 books
Proud father of 2 sons

LISTENNOTES.COM LISTS IT AMONG THE TOP 0.5% PODCASTS

BOOTSTRAPPING YOUR DREAMS

Manuj grew up in a small town. A friendly child, in a troubled home. He

withdrew into his shell, becoming aloof and angry. 

At 15, he started working in a factory that paid $2/day for 12 hours of work.

In 1995, a computer institute (Aptech) opened in his town. 

Tuition was greater than a year’s salary, but he scraped together funds and

found his passion:  Computers and Programming. 

Hard work and insatiable curiosity helped him figure out 

 the solutions to his problems. 

Manuj then went on to invent many new innovative

technologies which has touched the lives of millions.
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